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0. Introduction. Let f(x) be a real-valued function defined and in-

tegrable, in the sense of Lebesgue, in an open interval / of real num-

bers. If, for h^O, the points x, x+h lie in I, the integral of/ from x

to x+h, divided by h, is called the integral mean of length h of / at x,

and will be denoted by M¡J(x).
The integral mean of a function has been a useful tool in various

investigations due to the fact that it is "smoother" than the func-

tion itself; for example, if/ is integrable in /, its mean will be con-

tinuous,2 while if / has a continuous derivative of order w^O, the

mean will have a continuous derivative of order at least n + 1.

The theorem which will be proved is the converse, in a sense, of

the above result. We shall show, under a certain restriction (that

some restriction is required is evident from simple examples), that

the smoothing power of the operation of taking the integral mean is

limited; i.e., if/ is integrable but not continuous, Mhf will be con-

tinuous but not continuously differentiable, while if / has a continu-

ous derivative of order at most n, Mhf will have a continuous deriva-

tive of order at most w + 1.

1. Differences, difference quotients, and means. Frequent use will

be made of the difference, difference quotient, and mean operators,

together with certain commutativity relations satisfied by them.

Let the difference of length A of a function / at x be given by

(1) Ahf(x) - Af(x, x+h)=f(x+h)- f(x)

and the difference quotient operator of length h at x by

f(x + h) - f(x)
(2) Dhf(x) = Df(x, x+h)= --'^Ll.

h

The mean of length h of an integrable function/at x is defined by the

formula
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subinterval of I in which it is defined.
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I      /• x+h

(3) Mhf(x) = - f(B)dß.
h J x

Clearly, each operator of length h commutes with all operators of

length k in the subinterval of definition of the function / in which the

iterated operators are defined. In addition, it is easily verified that

(4) DhMk = DkMh.

If the function / is continuous, the relations

(5) lim  Ahf = 0,
A

(6) lim Mhf = /
h

hold in I. By relations (4) and (6)

DMhf = lim DkMhf = lim DhMkf = Dh lim Mkf = Dhf.
t t t

Therefore, if / is continuous,

(7) DM hf = Dhf.

Suppose Df exists and is continuous in I. Then from the funda-

mental theorem of integral calculus, it follows, for x, x+h in I, that

/.

x+h

Df(6)d6 = Ahf(x) = hDhf(x).

Therefore, using relations (3) and (7),

(8) MhDf = DMhf

if Df is continuous.

2. On the first derivative of the mean. Relation (7) of §1 shows

that if / is continuous in 7, the derivative of the mean exists and is

continuous. Relation (7) still holds, however, if the assumption of

continuity of/ is replaced by the weaker hypothesis that limA Mhf=f.

A function / satisfying in the interval I this weaker hypothesis will

be called mean continuous (MC) in I.

It is for MC functions that the theorem stated in the introduction

will be proved. The assumption of mean continuity is a natural one

to make in view of the fact that relation (7), which is basic to the

proofs that follow, holds in its presence. In addition, the theorem is

false if the function / is assumed only to be integrable. To see this,

one need merely consider any discontinuous function which is con-
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stant almost everywhere.

If / is MC in / and for all h?¿0 the derivative DMhf'\s continuous,

then by relation (7), Dhf, and thus Ahf, is continuous. Consider the

identity

(9) AkAhf(x) + Akf(x) = Akf(x + h).

Since, by (5), lim* AkAhf(x) =0, it is clear that if lim* Akf(x) =0 for

a single point x in I, then lim* Akf(y) =0 for every point y — x+h in /.

Thus / is either continuous in I or discontinuous at every point in ¿".

Since linu Mhf=f, Baire's theorem on the limit of continuous func-

tions guarantees that / is continuous on a set of second category.

Therefore, an MC function/ whose mean has, for all h^O, a con-

tinuous derivative DMhf is continuous.

3. On the second derivative of the mean. Suppose / is MC in I

and, for all h 5^0, the second derivative of the mean D2Mhf exists

and is finite. Consider the identity

(10) DkAhf(x) + Dkf(x) = Dkf(x + h).

Since, by relation (7),

lim DkAhf(x) = h lim DkDhf = h lim DkDMhf = hD2Mhf
t t t

exists for all h, whenever x, x+h are in ¿", it follows from (10) that if

/ has one of its unilateral dérivâtes, say the upper right derívate

*£)+/= lim suph^o+Dhf, finite at a point x, then *D+f(y) is finite for

every y = x+h in I. If one of the dérivâtes of/ is infinite at a single

point in ¿", it must be infinite of the same sign everywhere in I.

Moreover, if Df exists at a single point in /, / is derivable in ¿" and

either Df is finite or infinite of the same sign everywhere in ¿".

A finite function / possessing this behavior will be called a same

derivative behavior, or SDB, function in I. To summarize, a finite

function/ is an SDB function in ¿" if

(i) each unilateral derívate of/ is either finite in ¿" or infinite of the

same sign in I;

(ii) whenever Df exists at a single point, / is differentiable in I,

and Df is either finite throughout I or infinite of the same sign

throughout I.

An SDB function for which all the unilateral dérivâtes are infinite

will be called an extreme function. For extreme functions /,

*D+f = *D~f = + »,       *D+f = jyf

Indeed, if one of the upper dérivâtes, say *D+f, satisfies *D+f= — °o,
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then *£>+/ = *D+f implies that/ has an infinite right derivative every-

where in I. It is known, however, that a finite function/can have an

infinite unilateral derivative on at most a set of measure zero [3].3

Thus it is also clear that if an SDB function has a derivative in /,

that derivative is finite in I.

We shall prove in §5 that an SDB function is either differentiable

or extreme. Further, we shall show that a continuous SDB function

cannot be extreme, hence is differentiable.

Making use of these results on SDB functions, it is easy to prove

that if / is MC in I and, for all h?¿0, the second derivative of the

mean D2Mhf exists and is continuous, then Df exists and is continu-

ous in /. Since D2Mhf exists, relation (10) shows that / is an SDB

function. Moreover, since DMhf must be continuous, the result of §2

shows that/ is continuous. Thus/, being a continuous SDB function,

is differentiable. To see that Df is continuous, note that Df is the

limit of the continuous functions Dhf, while

hD2Mhf = hDDhf = hDJ)f = AhDf

is continuous, and therefore the situation is analogous to that occur-

ring in §2.

4. On the rath derivative of the mean. Using the results of §§2

and 3, the main theorem is proved by induction.

Main Theorem. Let the integrable function f be MC in the open

interval I. Then if, for all h 9*0, Mhf has a continuous derivative of order

n + 1, n^O, f has a continuous derivative of order n in I.

Proof. The truth of the theorem for n = 0, 1 has been established in

§§2, 3. Assume the theorem is true for n— 1 ̂ 0: to prove it for n. If

for all h9*0, Dn+1Mhf is continuous, it follows that D2Mhf is continu-

ous, and therefore Df is continuous in /. By virtue of relation (8),

Dn+lMhf = D"(DMhf) = D»MhDf.

Thus Df is MC while, for all h^O, its mean MyJ)f has a continuous

derivative of order n. By assumption, Dn~1(Df) = £>"/ exists and is

continuous in /, so by induction the theorem is proved.

5. Theorems on SDB functions.

Theorem 1. If f is an SDB function in I, f is extreme or f is dif-

ferentiable in I.

In order to prove Theorem 1 we make use of the following

3 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography.
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Lemma. If a finite function f defined on an open interval I has its

upper right derívate *D+f< <» on I, then its upper derívate *Df

= lim sup*,o Dhf is uniformly bounded from above on some open sub-

interval of I.

Proof. For each point x in I, let In(x) be that open subinterval

of I consisting of all points y>x in I which are closer than i/n to x.

Let Fn be the set of points x of / such that

Df(x, y) =-g n
y — x

for every y in In(x). We shall show that Fn is closed from the right.

Suppose, to the contrary, that there exist points xm, x in I with

xm—*x+, xm in Fn, but x not in Fn. Therefore, Df(x, y)>n for some

point y in In(x), and so has the value n+e, e>0. Moreover since y

lies in In(x) and xm—>x+, y also lies in In(xm) for almost all m. Hence

for all such m, we have Df(xm, y) g« since xm belongs to F„. Now

/(*-) - /(*) = \f(y) - /(*)] - \f{y) - /(*.)]
or

A/(x, xm) = Af(x, y) - Af(xm, y)

= (y - x)Df(x, y) - (y - xm)Df(xm, y).

Therefore, for almost all m,

Af(x, xm) è (y - x)(n + e) - (y - x)n = (y — x)e,

whereupon

*D+f(x) è lim Df(x, xm) = + «>,

contrary to *D+f(x) < + ». This proves Fn closed from the right.

Every point x in 7 is in some set F„. If this were not the case, some

x in I would belong to no set ¿s,; thus for each n, there would be a

point yn in In(x) with Df(x, yn)>n, whereupon, since yn—>x+,

*D+f(x) è lim Df(x, yn) = + «
n

contradicting *D+f(x) < + a>. Thus I is the union of the sets Fn.

According to Baire's theorem, at least one of the sets Fn must be

somewhere dense—dense, say, in the open subinterval J of I. But

this set F„, being closed from the right, must contain /. Consequently,
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for any two distinct points x,y oí J closer than i/n we have Df(x, y)

un, so

*Df(x) = lim supD/(x, y) g »

for every x in J. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 1. If / is not extreme, one of its dérivâtes, say

*D+f, is finite in /, Under this condition, it has been proved (A.

Denjoy [l] for continuous functions; S. Saks [2] for arbitrary fi-

nite functions) that *D+f = *D~f almost everywhere in /. The preced-

ing lemma shows that *D~f is also finite in I, whence *D~f=*D+f

almost everywhere. Thus Df exists and is finite almost everywhere in

I, and /, assumed to be a nonextreme SDB function, must therefore

be differentiable.

By virtue of Theorem 1, it is necessary only to prove that a con-

tinuous function cannot be extreme in order to establish

Theorem 2. /// is a continuous SDB function in I, f is differentiable

in I.

Proof. Let a, b be any two points in I. The continuous function

g(x) = /(*) - (x - o)Df(a, b)

has the same differentiability properties as/. Since g(a)=g(b), g

either is constant in the interval [a, b] or assumes an extreme value

at some point y in the interior. Thus one, at least, of the upper

dérivâtes of g at y is nonpositive, and g cannot be extreme.
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